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Walther von Dyck (1856–1934). Mathematik, Technik und Wissenschaftsorganisation an der TH München
By Ulf Hashagen. Stuttgart (Franz Steiner Verlag). 2003. 802 pp.
This massive study of the life and work of the Bavarian mathematician Walther von Dyck represents an important
contribution to the institutional and cultural history of science during the Kaiserreich and the Weimar era. Its impor-
tance has much to do with the novelty of its perspective, since Dyck’s career trajectory begins and ends in Munich
rather than Berlin or Göttingen. Hashagen’s protagonist was largely forgotten after his death, but during his lifetime
he cut a powerful figure when he promoted technological education as rector of the Technische Hochschule (TH) in
Munich. As a long-time protégé of Felix Klein, Dyck was often overshadowed by his famous mentor, yet during the
latter course of his career he emerged as a major figure in his own right and an influential voice on scientific affairs
inside and outside Bavaria.
Hashagen’s book, based on a great deal of meticulous study and archival research, is thoughtfully organized in
seven parts. Part I deals with Dyck’s early years in Munich, leading up to his studies under Klein at the TH München
during the later 1870s. Part II covers the transitional period when he was Klein’s post-doctoral assistant in Leipzig,
ending with his appointment to a professorship at the TH München in 1884. In this portion of the biography Hashagen
provides brief descriptions of Dyck’s mathematical research, and he devotes whole chapters to Dyck’s experiences
during sojourns to the two leading mathematical centers of the day: Berlin and Paris. Part III begins with a chapter on
the mathematics curriculum at the TH München and the difficulties Dyck encountered there. These were compounded
by long-standing competition with the local university, which unlike the TH had the right to confer doctoral degrees.
Hashagen closes with an account of how Dyck’s research interests stagnated, eventually giving way to his many
ambitious organizational ventures.
Part IV provides a detailed account of Dyck’s local activities from the early 1890s up through the founding of the
Deutsches Museum and Dyck’s early attempts to launch the Kepler edition. This is followed in Part V by a 100-page
account of his activities as an editor and organizer of various national and international undertakings. In nearly all of
these capacities, Dyck supported the efforts of Felix Klein, whose passion for mammoth projects knew no bounds.
In Part VI Hashagen describes the most politically controversial of Dyck’s undertakings: his efforts during the First
World War to promote pro-German interests in occupied Belgium, in particular his involvement in support of the new
Flemish University in Ghent. Finally, in Part VII, Hashagen describes Dyck’s organizational efforts during the Weimar
years: his difficult times as rector of the TH, and his remaining duties in connection with Klein’s former undertakings,
Mathematische Annalen and the Encyklopädie der mathematischen Wissenschaften. Within the Notgemeinschaft Dyck
became embroiled in the ongoing political conflict between Munich and Berlin. Dyck was already an old man when
the Nazis came to power, and thereafter he quietly withdrew from active work, apparently for health reasons.
This brief synopsis of the book’s contents should suffice to indicate the realm and direction of Dyck’s activities.
Like Klein, he was deeply patriotic in the aggressive sense we have come to associate with the Wilhelmian age.
A product of the Bildungsbürgertum, he strongly supported expansionist policies and was proud of the achievements
of German culture. Unfortunately, Hashagen seems to take all this for granted, preferring descriptive detail rather than
a more interpretive approach to his subject. We learn a great deal about what Dyck did, but rather little about what
he thought or the meaning he attached to his work. Quite possibly he left no record of such reflections, but then it
behooves the biographer to adopt an interpretive framework that can account for the flurry of actions. At the front of
the book the reader finds two striking glossy prints showing a middle-aged Walther von Dyck on the front side and an
image of the older man on the back. In both pictures he strikes a dignified pose suggestive of his character; one would
have liked to have learn more about who he really was.doi:10.1016/j.hm.2008.08.002
Review / Historia Mathematica 35 (2008) 334–335 335Hashagen makes it plain that Dyck’s stature as a mathematician was far too marginal to justify a thick biography,
so he devotes more space to the various teaching, administrative, editorial, and organizational activities that fill his
book. As indicated at the outset, for those looking for an insider’s view of mathematics, science, and technology
in Bavaria, they will find much information about Dyck’s efforts to upgrade the status of the TH München (which
attained legal parity with the university shortly after 1900), his place in the founding of the Deutsches Museum, and
his role in promoting research on Kepler through the Bavarian Academy of Science, a field in which he made a name
for himself as a scholar late in his career. Without emphasizing the point, Hashagen makes very clear that Dyck’s
interest in Kepler was deeply personal and went hand in hand with his desire to promote German culture, learning,
and moral values. These were clearly driving ambitions in Dyck’s life, but here they appear in a dry, matter-of-fact
narrative that gives the reader little feel for the passions that drove this relentless workaholic. Hashagen clings very
hard to his sources, and so this biography reads as if the facts are supposed to speak for themselves, an approach that
largely nullifies all the advantages of the genre. Little wonder that his introduction goes on at considerable length
about the hazards involved in trying to write biographies of notable scientific figures.
Still, this introduction is well worth reading. In it he mentions that Walther von Dyck was the teacher of the
influential German historian of mathematics Joseph Ehrenfried Hofmann, perhaps best known for his book Leibniz in
Paris, 1672–1676. Hofmann wrote a short, but reverential entry on Dyck for the Dictionary of Scientific Biography,
apparently as an act of homage to his former mentor. Like him, Hofmann shared a longing to extol the work of
great German scholars, a theme he once elaborated in the Nazi-oriented journal Deutsche Mathematik. It should be
noted that this type of national hero worship has been pervasive among historians of mathematics in all countries,
as reflected in the compendium Writing the History of Mathematics: Its Historical Development. Had Ulf Hashagen
chosen to emphasize how regional and national issues and conflicts informed and even framed Walther von Dyck’s
extraordinarily active life, his biography might have been far more compelling.
A final remark about Dyck’s mathematics also requires comment. In some places Hashagen writes that Dyck’s
work was interesting, perhaps even original, or maybe even significant for the history of mathematics, in particular
for combinatorial group theory. In other places, though, he seems to be much more cautious. For example, when
describing Dyck’s dissertation on a special class of Riemann surfaces he notes that the referees at Munich University
were highly critical due to the fact that Klein not only set the theme but also helped Dyck write it (as he did with
nearly all his other students). Hashagen also accurately describes Dyck’s work on abstract group theory as a natural
outgrowth of Klein’s earlier work on Riemann surfaces, in which the groups are described by systems of generators
and relations. What he does not say is that Dyck was surely one of the great experts on this new and distinctively
Kleinian approach to complex analysis, focusing on group actions on Riemann surfaces. Indeed, Dyck’s beautiful
drawings of Riemann surfaces were in a class by themselves; several can still be viewed at the Göttingen Mathematics
Institute. Since his father was a painter, he presumably acquired or inherited this gift from an early age. Unfortunately,
there are no diagrams or any mathematical illustrations whatsoever in Hashagen’s otherwise richly filled book. Yet he
writes at length about Dyck’s interest (again following Klein) in mathematical models, another great passion of the
era. Dyck constructed, acquired, and displayed such models not only for local consumption in Munich but as a means
of promoting German mathematics abroad. Surely his talents lay in this direction, anschauliche Mathematik, another
theme that seems to have escaped the author’s attention.
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